
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE

EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA

Norfolk Division

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ) CRIMINAL NO. 2:04 cr 4-01
)

v. )   
)   

JOHN MAURICE HENOUD, )
)

Defendant. )

GOVERNMENT’S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT’S SUPPLEMENTAL SENTENCING
MEMORANDUM

The United States of America, by and through its attorneys,

Paul J. McNulty, United States Attorney for the Eastern District

of Virginia, and Michael C. Moore, Assistant United States

Attorney, offers the following in response to defendant John

Maurice Henoud’s (Henoud) supplemental sentencing memorandum. 

For the reasons stated below, the United States respectfully

requests that the Court find that his Sentencing Guidelines were

properly calculated, deny Henoud’s downward departure motion, and

decline to adjust the sentence in light of 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a).

I. DOWNWARD DEPARTURE GROUNDS

A.  Alleged overstatement of loss amount.  Henoud contends

that the intended loss amount is overstated, and that this

overstatement entitles him to a downward departure pursuant to

United States Sentencing Guideline (U.S.S.G.) § 2B1.1, cmt. n.

18(C).  To support his position, he relies largely on the

disparity between intended and actual loss, contending that the



1 For example, in McBride, the defendant used checks on a
closed account to pay real estate taxes on the residences of a
judge, two attorneys, and a government agent.  Based on these
payments, the county treasurer’s office issued statements to
McBride, which he then used to place the judge, attorneys, and
agent into involuntary bankruptcy, using more checks written on
the closed account to pay the filing fees.  McBride, 362 F.3d at
363-64.  Although the actual loss was de minimus, the intended
loss calculation was inflated by over $1,000,000.00 because the
probation office included the value of the residences at issue,
which could have been lost had McBride’s bankruptcy petitions
been successful. Id. 

Similarly, in United States v. Roen, 279 F.Supp.2d 986, 987
(E.D. Wis. 2003), the defendant obtained a loan on an insurance
policy, repaying it with checks written on a closed account while
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intended loss amount is unsupported by “economic reality.”  See,

e.g., United States v. McBride, 362 F.3d 360, 374 (6th Cir. 2004)

(citing cases); United States v. Stockheimer, 157 F.3d 1082, 1089

(7th Cir. 1998).  Of course, it is often true that fraudsters

such as Henoud will inflict less than the full measure of

intended damage, but not for lack of effort.  Accordingly, the

Guidelines require as a general rule that punishment be based on

the greater of the  harm inflicted or intended by the defendant.

Put another way, the defendant is not entitled to a windfall for

failure in his fraudulent scheme.  Granting a downward departure

on the grounds Henoud advances would grant him such a “failure

windfall”, and, in the process, make the downward departure for

“overstated loss” an exception that swallows the general rule

that intended loss is a proper measure for punishment.

Even a cursory review of the cases cited by Henoud reveals

that they bear little or no resemblance to his activities.1  It



also writing another $1.2M worth of bad checks for which he
received no goods or services.  
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is easy to see why the defendants’ activities in two of those

cases were described as “‘ridiculous schemes’” that had “‘no real

chance of success.’”  McBride, 362 F.3d at 375 (quoting United

States v. Roen, 279 F.Supp.2d 986, 991 (E.D. Wis. 2002)). 

YARF/JSP, by contrast, was successful, even if it did not fully

meet Henoud’s criminal aspirations.  Indeed, it was Henoud’s only

substantial employment after his release from incarceration on

his previous wire fraud convictions, and was his main source of

income as well, on which he presumably supported his family from

1997 through the time of his arrest.  Pre-Sentence Report (PSR)

71-72, ¶ 371.  Nor was this scheme or Henoud’s role in it similar

in any way to United States v. Kalili, 2004 WL 1336628 (4th Cir.

2004), in which the defendant deposited one stolen “test” check

in the amount of $1,600.00 into her account as part of a larger

bank fraud scheme. Kalili, Westlaw Opinion at 2.  

Finally, it is also worth noting that none of the cases

cited by Henoud involved schemes similar to YARF/JSP, which made

extensive use of telemarketing.  Without that additional context,

focusing solely on the variance between intended and actual loss

proves nothing about whether the intended loss amount is

overstated.  Given YARF/JSP’s operating scheme and commission

system under which Henoud compensated the co-conspirators, it is
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completely reasonable to infer that every call made was intended

to yield monies, and Henoud produces no evidence to the contrary. 

The Guidelines do not overstate the intended loss. 

B.  Aggravating circumstance based on combination of

enhancing factors.  Henoud does face a substantially enhanced

sentence, but only because the Guidelines Commission decided that

each of the following factors, considered independently,

justified an increased sentence:

1.  The fact that he was convicted of fraud offenses

carrying a twenty year maximum sentence; 

2.  The intended loss amount;

3.  The number of victims;

4.  The fact that the offense involved misrepresentations

about working on behalf of a charitable organization;

5.  The fact that the defendant used Bunny’s Pawn Shop to

launder fraud proceeds;

6.  The defendant’s leadership role; and

7.  The defendant’s obstruction of justice by providing a

false program in response to a Grand Jury subpoena.

PSR at Worksheet A.  In response, Henoud’s argues, in essence,

that the Guidelines commission did not contemplate a sentence as

severe as the one he faces, a contention that is readily belied

by the fact that the Guidelines Commission would not have

provided for the enhancements if it had not intended for them be



2 To the extent that Henoud had overhead costs, he kept
them either kept them low by not paying business-related bills or
paying them late, or by using other fraud, such as the Vancel
Bauman credit card scheme, to pay them.

3 The trial testimony also established that YARF/JSP’s
fundraising efforts became far more efficient and successful
after Henoud’s decision to outsource much of the call center work
to Gene Nemeth (Nemeth). Given that development, the scope of the
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applied.  Moreover, the cases cited by Henoud to support his

contention that a downward departure on this ground is justified

are inapposite, for they involve substantial overlap between

related enhancements all dealing with related areas, such as loss

amount or sophistication of the scheme, that inflated Guidelines

ranges.  See United States v. Jackson, 346 F.3d 22, 25 (2d Cir.

2003) (overlap between sum of money involved, careful planning of

activity, sophisticated means, and extensiveness of scheme);

United States v. Lauersen, 343 F.3d 329, 343-44 (2d Cir. 2003)

(overlap between separate enhancements for loss amount and fraud

proceeds exceeding $1,000,000.00).  No such overlap exists in

this case.

C.  Alleged lack of benefit to Henoud.   Henoud contends

that he did not commit this offense for personal gain, an

assertion that is completely unsupported by any reasonable view

of the trial evidence when considered as a whole.  Henoud was

forced to use some of the fraud proceeds to meet his overhead

expenses2, and, as the Government noted previously, YARF/JSP, was

not as successful as Henoud probably would have liked.3 



actual fraud loss would likely have increased exponentially if
not for the intervention of law enforcement in August 2003.

4 Henoud previously invoked his family as grounds for
leniency during his sentencing on his prior wire fraud charges
before this very Court.  His wife, Mary Gray, was present at that
sentencing, and Judge Clarke addressed some of his remarks to
her.  See Attachment A (Transcript of June 18, 1993 Sentencing
Hearing), 225, 227, 228.
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Nonetheless, that entity provided Henoud with a living from 1997

through his arrest. PSR 71-72, ¶ 371.  Thus, Henoud derived

substantial personal benefits from his fraudulent activities.   

D.  Family ties and responsibilities.   Family ties and

responsibilities are discouraged as factors for consideration

under the Guidelines.  U.S.S.G. § 5H1.6, p.s.  Thus, a court may

consider these factors only if they are present to an

extraordinary degree.  United States v. Rybicki, 96 F.3d 754, 758

(4th Cir. 1996).  Although it is regrettable that Henoud’s

criminal activity has, yet again,4 resulted in hardship to his

family, that factor hardly renders this case “extraordinary”.  In

fact, the Rybicki court held that a downward departure based on

the “fragile mental health” of the defendant’s wife coupled with

his nine-year old son’s neurological problems was improper.  Id.

at 759.  Earlier, in United States v. Weddle, 30 F.3d 532, 540-41

(4th Cir. 1994) the Fourth Circuit had held that the defendant’s

“status as a single, custodial parent” was an insufficient basis

for a downward departure.  This case, which involves facts no

more extraordinary than those present in Weddle or Rybicki,



5 To the extent that some of these topics were not
covered at trial, the Government will offer evidence at
sentencing. 
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simply does not merit a downward departure, even when considered

in concert with other factors.

E.  Henoud’s alleged charitable activities.  To support his

contention that he is entitled to a departure on this ground,

Henoud offers descriptions of witness testimony or other evidence

that can only be charitably characterized as incomplete.  To

ensure that the Court sentences on the basis of complete and

accurate information, Government offers the following:5

1.  Erika Tynes (Tynes) and Lisa Rothwell (Rothwell)

testified that aside from the Petersburg food distribution (which

food was donated by area businesses), YARF/JSP engaged in no

charitable activities that they could discern during their time

there.  Tynes and Rothwell took it upon themselves to engage in

the other activities described in Henoud’s pleading, with no

prompting from Henoud.  Moreover, they saw no evidence of the

programs YARF/JSP claimed to support on its website, including

“Reach in the Streets”.  Government Exhibit (GE) 1A.  

2.  Defense witness Gary Singleton (Singleton), a Hampton

University Police Officer, testified that he started a program

called “Peace in the Streets” with which Henoud had no

affiliation.  Nonetheless, Henoud falsely claimed an affiliation

with this program on the YARF/JSP website, changing the name of
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the program to “Reach in the Streets” only after the FBI began

interviewing witnesses about his criminal activities.  GE 1A. 

Singleton admitted at trial that he told investigating agents he

thought YARF was a fraud, and that he had advised Henoud not to

talk to the agents.

3.  Avis Williams (Williams) testified that Henoud provided

two trophies for the basketball tournament valued at less than

one hundred dollars.  He also failed to pay, as promised,

$2,300.00 to referees hired for the tournament.

4.  The supplies for the Fatherhood Festival about which

Fernando Johnson testified were not donated by YARF/JSP; that

entity’s real contribution to the event consisted of YARF/JSP

representatives sitting at a booth.  The organization running the

Fatherhood Festival also provided Henoud with videotapes based on

his promise to tape the event.  YARF/JSP neither returned the

tapes nor provided a tape of the event to the organization. 

Johnson testified that Henoud promised to support an event at a

local mall, and then failed to appear on the day of the event.

5.  Michael Newbern (Newbern) testified that he felt YARF

was a fraud, as he never observed it providing any services.  He

also stopped working for JSP because Henoud kept falsely

asserting in program advertising that YARF had a relationship

with the Amateur Athletic Union (AAU), an organization with which

Newbern was also affiliated.  Consistent with its pattern of
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converting existing relationships into platforms for further

fraud, YARF/JSP continued to collect money purportedly acting on

AAU’s behalf for several years after it had no relationship with

AAU.  

6.  William Hall (Hall) did not testify about the Fatherhood

Festival; that event occurred years after Hall had ceased his

affiliation with YARF/JSP. Furthermore, when asked on cross-

examination about the often-made claim that YARF had helped over

25,000 youths, Hall admitted that he was involved only with the

sale of advertising through JSP and knew nothing about YARF or

Henoud’s alleged charitable activities.

7.  The Boston event about which Angel Checo (Checo)

testified was actually a “Music-4-Life” talent show for which

contestants paid a fee and for which Henoud received part of the

cover charge paid at the door. It was not a YARF “back-to-school”

event. Henoud falsely claimed in promotional material that

entertainment industry executives would be attending the event. 

Henoud paid part of the costs of this event with fraudulently

obtained credit card convenience checks stolen from Vancel

Baumann (Baumann).  When Jonathan Gosselin (Gosselin), the 

manager of the club at which the event was held, asked Henoud

about the check, Henoud falsely advised that Baumann was a

wealthy philanthropist.  Gosselin testified that he asked a

Boston entertainment personality to attend the event as a favor. 
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Gosselin had an argument with Henoud about the split of the cover

charge proceeds between Henoud and the club.  Although Henoud was

obligated to pay the costs of the DJs for this event, he left the

event early, telling Gosselin that his son had the money to pay

the DJs.  Gosselin was left with those costs when Henoud’s son

then claimed that Henoud was actually to have paid the DJs.  

8.  At trial, Martha Raiss (Raiss) was shown an invoice

recovered during the execution of search warrants for the

purchase of advertising in a purported program for the National

Night Out. She testified that YARF/JSP was never authorized to

produce a program book for that event. Like the few other

legitimate projects with which YARF/JSP affiliated itself, Henoud

attempted to use it as a platform for further fraud.

9.  To the extent that Jane Roberts (Roberts) was at all

credible, her testimony was of limited value.  She testified that

during the entire period of her son’s involvement with YARF/JSP,

she saw no more than ten other children there. She provided

almost no specific information about services her son received. 

With respect to Roberts’s son, YARF/JSP was nothing more than a

babysitter, and she conceded that Henoud would put him to work

around the office.  This is consistent with other evidence; one

of the September 11 scheme videotapes introduced into evidence

depicts several teenagers sitting at a computer (receiving no

apparent instruction or guidance) and a teenager sorting what



6 YARF/JSP’s participation in the Fatherhood Festival,
for instance, occurred only after the execution of search
warrants at its offices and Henoud’s home.
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appear to be invoices.  At least on that occasion, the “troubled

youth” Henoud claims to have helped served as mere props for the

news story, and their main function (if, indeed, they had even

been at YARF/JSP at any other time) was to serve as inexpensive

or free office help.

The evidence taken as whole establishes that actual

charitable work by YARF/JSP was virtually non-existent.  What

little charitable work the entity did perform was mere “eyewash”,

designed to further the illusion of a legitimate charity,6 and in

most instances served as a platform for further fraud. A downward

departure for Henoud’s “good works” is therefore not appropriate.

II.  POST-BOOKER SENTENCING CONSIDERATIONS

The Government concedes that after United States v. Booker,

125 S.Ct. 738 (2005), the United States Sentencing Guidelines

(U.S.S.G or Guidelines) are in essence advisory, and that the

Court must also consider the factors enumerated in 18 U.S.C. §

3553(a) when fashioning an appropriate sentence.  Nonetheless,

because Booker left the Guidelines otherwise intact, they still

must be accorded great weight.  See, e.g., United States v.

Wilson, 350 F.Supp.2d 910, 012 (D.Utah 2005).  In fact, for the

most part, the Guidelines are consistent with the factors

enumerated in § 3553(a).  To the extent that the Guidelines



7 For example, § 3553(a)(1) arguably allows the Court to
consider hardship to the defendant’s family if he is
incarcerated, while U.S.S.G. § 5H1.6 provides that “family ties
and responsibilities are not ordinarily relevant” in determining
whether a downward departure is appropriate.  Although the Court
may now be required to give greater consideration to family
hardship in sentencing, it also is easy to see why the Commission
discouraged its consideration. Given that most defendants have
relatives who may suffer to some degree if they are incarcerated,
“family ties and responsibilities” could easily become a
universally applied factor that ends up outweighing every other
sentencing consideration.            
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“reject or ignore” certain factors enumerated in § 3553(a),

United States v. Ranum, 353 F.Supp.2d 984, 2005 WL 161223 at 1

(E.D. Wis. Jan. 19, 2005), the Court, while now required to give

some weight to those factors, should still nonetheless look to

the reasons for why Congress or the United States Sentencing

Commission chose to reject consideration of those factors at

sentencing.7  Any other approach would render the Guidelines a

complete nullity, a result clearly not contemplated by the Booker

court, given the effort it put into retaining as much of the

Guidelines as possible. 

For similar reasons, it would be inappropriate for the Court

to apply any standard other than the pre-Booker preponderance of

the evidence standard required by the Guidelines commission and

the Fourth Circuit when ascertaining the Guideline range. 

Absolutely nothing in Booker suggests that application of any

higher standard is required; indeed, the fact that the Booker

court chose not to engraft onto the Guidelines a jury trial
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requirement not contemplated by Congress or the Guidelines

Commission suggests just the opposite.  That conclusion is

reinforced by the fact that the Booker court limited its holding

to making the Guidelines advisory, rather than mandatory,

suggesting that it intended to leave intact as much of the

Guidelines as possible, including use of the preponderance of the

evidence standard.    In any event, consideration of the

Guidelines as well as the other § 3553(a) factors compels the

conclusion that Henoud’s sentencing range is reasonable.

III. 18 U.S.C. § 3353(a)SENTENCING CONSIDERATIONS

The Government now turns to the § 3553(a) sentencing

considerations, starting with those mentioned by Henoud, and

finishing with several that were either chose glossed over or

ignored.

A.  Nature and circumstances of the offense and the history

and characteristics of the defendant.  In addition to the Pre-

Sentence Report (PSR), the Court has the benefit of having heard

evidence during a three week trial, during pre-trial motions, and

during the guilty pleas and sentencings of the three co-

defendants who have been sentenced at this point.  This evidence

was more than sufficient to educate the Court on Henoud’s

background and the nature of this offense.  Nonetheless, and

because considerable time has passed between trial and the

current sentencing date, it is still necessary to correct
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misstatements or omissions from certain facts summarized by

Henoud in the section of his pleading entitled “Recommendation

for Statutory Sentence”, as follows:

1.  It is true that Craig Brehon (Brehon) of Bethel High

School testified that on occasion he received programs from

YARF/JSP that were sold at sporting events.  However, Eddie

Robinson, Venetta Robinson, and Robin Turner (Turner), other

Bethel representatives who had also dealt with Henoud for their

respective programs under the name “John Harvey”, established

that YARF/JSP continued soliciting funds for their programs long

after those programs’ relationships with YARF/JSP ended.  Because

Henoud used the “John Harvey” name with them, Brehon had been

unaware of the YARF/JSP connection with those other Bethel

programs.  Many of the programs actually produced by YARF/JSP

also contained misrepresentations as to where the funds from the

sale of advertising proceeds were going, and, on at least one

occasion, Henoud also failed to turn over as promised a

percentage of funds raised from advertising sales.  Brehon

testified that he was duped into writing a recommendation letter

that Henoud produced in response to a Grand Jury subpoena, GE 1C,

and that he never would written such a letter if he had known

about Henoud’s misconduct with respect to other Bethel programs.

2.  Tim Donahue (Donahue) testified about certain YARF/JSP

invoices for the sale of program advertising, which falsely
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stated that proceeds from that advertising would go to fund a

wrestling scholarship.  GE 137W.  He further testified that

several times he had received complaints from persons who had

purchased advertising that did not appear in programs and had

confronted Henoud about that fact.  GE 137U, 137V.

3.  Terrence Green (Green) was shown created letterhead

bearing his name seized during the execution of search warrants.

He testified that he had never authorized Henoud to use his name

on that letterhead.

4.  Russ Hamilton (Hamilton) was involved with both Pop

Warner Football and Nanesmond River High School.  According to

Hamilton, YARF/JSP never had any affiliation with Pop Warner, and

had only a short relationship with Nanesmond River.  Nonetheless,

YARF/JSP sold advertising space in programs purportedly for Pop

Warner and Nanesmond River events that were in fact non-existent. 

The Nanesmond River relationship, while admittedly valid for a

short time, was ultimately used as a platform for further fraud,

because YARF/JSP continued to collect monies by falsely

representing a relationship with the school long after the actual

relationship was over.  Hamilton testified that the school’s

fundraising efforts were actually harmed by YARF/JSP, because by

the time students selling advertising solicited area businesses,

YARF/JSP had already fraudulently collected monies from those

same businesses.  By 2003 at the latest, YARF/JSP had almost no
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legitimate relationships with any school or charitable

organization.

5.  Dwight Porter (Porter) identified a fax on which Henoud

had forged his signature after Henoud was caught soliciting funds

for a non-existent program and was attempting damage control. GE

111E, 111F (forgery “practice sheet” found at Oakmears Crescent). 

Although YARF/JSP at one time had a relationship with Porter’s

organization, it was terminated because of YARF/JSP’s poor

service, after which YARF/JSP continued to solicit funds

fraudulently on the organization’s behalf.  Thus, this is another

instance of a legitimate relationship being used as a platform

for further fraud.

6.  Tony Reynolds (Reynolds) was shown a document in which

Henoud had linked Reynold’s wrestling meet to a purported

wrestling scholarship without Reynolds’s knowledge or

authorization.  This relationship, too, was used by Henoud as a

platform for fraud.

7.  Joyce Marfull (Marfull) was shown an invoice for sales

of advertising in a wrestling tournament program.  She testified

that, contrary to the assertion on the invoice, all proceeds from

the campaign did not go to support the tournament.

With those corrections, there is little to add about the

nature of the offense and the defendant’s background.  With an

extensive criminal record going back to 1980, and beginning
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shortly after his release from prison, he ran an essentially

fraudulent charity and business for approximately seven years,

becoming ever bolder in his scheme the longer it ran.  When not

practicing outright fraud, he engaged in sharp and unethical

practices, such as failing to pay bills he had promised to pay as

a condition of being allowed to affiliate YARF/JSP with certain

events.  Two such instances of this practice were his failure to

pay for the basketball referees and DJs at the events described

previously.  All the while, he eagerly affiliated himself with

and took advantage of, persons who were down on their luck,

including his solicitors, at least some of whom suffered from

mental illness, drug or alcohol addiction, or other personal

problems.  Although Sharon Moore (Moore), Ronald Morrison

(Morrison), and Ralph Collins (Collins), and Russell Williford

(Williford) are certainly responsible for their part in this

fraud, the infrastructure they used would not have existed

without Henoud.  

Henoud was also versatile, never missing an opportunity to

exploit a legitimate or illegitimate relationship to further the

scheme in some other way.  He often successfully leveraged one

fraud to further another, as when he used the proceeds of the

Baumann credit card fraud to finance certain YARF/JSP activities,

or using YARF/JSP to promote the Heisman/Lombardi scholarship

scheme. 
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By far, however, the most successful example of Henoud’s

ability to spin new frauds off from existing ones was the

September 11 scheme.  That scheme is certainly deserving of some

further comment, for though it had limited success, it speaks

volumes.  The dust from the Twin Towers and the Pentagon had not

yet settled when Henoud was soliciting for his false September 11

relief fund, using Peter Hashem’s name as he fraudulently

exploited one of this nation’s worst tragedies for his financial

gain.  Henoud’s previous willingness to abuse the charitable

impulses of others was contemptible enough; however, his

willingness to use September 11 to perpetrate a fraud is on a

completely different level.  The damage he has inflicted on the

legitimate efforts of others to collect for charitable causes is

immeasurable.  Whatever little good Henoud has done for his

family or others is far outweighed by his criminal record and

this offense.

B.  Need to provide restitution.  In 1999, Henoud was

released from supervision on his wire fraud convictions owing

$23,643.23 in restitution, which he has yet to pay. PSR 65. The

likelihood that his approach toward restitution in this case will

be any different is quite low.  Thus, this factor is of limited

significance, and is outweighed by almost every other § 3553(a)

factor.
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C.  Need to eliminate unwarranted disparity between

similarly situated defendants.  There is no evidence that

imposing a sentence within the Guidelines as calculated will

result in unwarranted disparity between Henoud’s sentence and

those of other similarly situated defendants.  Henoud’s use of

the fraud and money-laundering sentencing statistics to bolster

his argument on this factor is at best irrelevant, for he focuses

on fraud and money-laundering defendants generally, rather than

fraud and money-laundering defendants who share his criminal

background and offense conduct.  See supra, Section IB (outlining

aggravating sentence enhancement factors).  Only an analysis of

defendants sharing those characteristics would shed light on any

alleged disparity. In the absence of any such evidence, the Court

should impose a Guidelines sentence precisely to avoid disparity

between Henoud and similarly situated defendants.

In fact, sentencing Henoud within the 57-71 month Guideline

range he urges would actually undermine the Guideline goals of

treating like defendants alike.  Nothing more readily

demonstrates that fact than a comparison of Henoud’s situation

with that of co-defendant Williford, one of Henoud’s solicitors. 

Williford had no prior criminal record, entered a plea of guilty,

was given credit for acceptance of responsibility, and received

no aggravating enhancements for his role in the offense or

obstructing justice. His Guideline range was 41-51 months, and he
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received a sentence of 41 months of incarceration.  Henoud, by

contrast: (1) put the Government to the time-consuming and

expensive burden of a three week trial during which he refused to

stipulate to facts that were completely uncontested at trial; (2)

has an extensive criminal record for theft and fraud; (3) was a

leader/organizer; (4) did not accept responsibility; and (5)

obstructed justice during the investigation.  Despite the huge

differences between their mitigating and aggravating factors

(among others not accounted for by the Guidelines), he contends

that his Guideline range should differ from Williford’s only by a

scant 16-20 months.  If the Guidelines are to serve their purpose

of treating like defendants alike, Henoud’s range must remain

where it is.    

D. § 3553(a)(2) Factors.  These factors are best dealt with

as a group.  The seriousness of these offenses is evident from

the previous discussion in this pleading and the trial record. 

Moreover, Henoud has an extensive criminal history, including a

probation violation and a 1993 fraud conviction in this Court for

which he received a 57 month sentence.  He began this offense

while on supervised release for that fraud conviction.  Given

that record, and his conduct with respect to these offenses, to

sentence Henoud within the 57-71 month range he proposes would

not serve to reflect the seriousness of the offense, to promote

respect for the law, to provide just punishment, or to afford
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adequate deterrence to criminal conduct.  In fact, sentence that

lenient would achieve just the opposite result.

The Court should also give little weight to the prospect of

Henoud’s rehabilitation, as it is far past time to continue to

hold out hope for that possibility.  Henoud has had ample

opportunity for rehabilitation before, during, and after his

other periods of incarceration.  At his sentencing on the 1993

wire fraud charges arising from his operation of an “Amigo scam”,

he was completely recalcitrant, continuing to maintain his

innocence. See Attachment A 217-22, 225.  Judge Clarke sentenced

him at the high end of his Guideline range, referring to him as a

“consummate con man”, and stating his wish that he could impose a

higher sentence, based on “the devious nature and the planning,

and so forth, that was put in here–the lying to the magistrate’s

court and the presentence people about his identity, and things

of that nature.”  Id. at 229. 

Henoud learned all the wrong lessons from his prior wire

fraud experience.  Shortly after his release from prison,  he

began yet another scheme while still on supervised release for

his wire fraud conviction.  He began the new scheme from a

familiar venue: the 404 South Parliament Drive office park from

which he operated the “Amigo scam”.  This new scheme, however,

was no quick hit operation like the “Amigo scam”, it was far more

sophisticated, versatile, extensive, and difficult to detect.
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Time has not reformed Henoud, it has allowed him to refine his

criminal skills.  

Depending on which of his multiple dates of birth is

accurate, PSR 2, Henoud is now between forty-six and his early

fifties. The possibility of his rehabilitation is virtually non-

existent. Thus, the Court should give little weight to this

factor.

For the same reasons, the Court should give heavy weight to

the need to protect the public from further crime.  The same

history that makes Henoud’s rehabilitation so unlikely is highly

predictive of his future behavior.  At his current age, Henoud

has a potentially long life ahead of him, and has continued to

prove his credentials as a “consummate con man”.  Fraud, unlike

many other types of crime, is not the more or less exclusive

domain of the young.  Advancing age will not hinder in the least

Henoud’s ability to engage in what appears to be his chosen

profession.  Therefore, protection of the public mandates his

incapacitation for as long as possible  The protection of the

public, more than any other factor, mandates a Guidelines

sentence. 

IV. CONCLUSION
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For the reasons stated previously, the United States

respectfully requests that this Court impose a sentence within

the Guidelines as currently calculated.    

Respectfully submitted,

PAUL J. McNULTY
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

 By:                                
Michael C. Moore
Assistant United States Attorney
Virginia State Bar Number 34229
101 W. Main Street, Suite 8000
Norfolk, VA. 23510
(757) 441-6331
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